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Year 9 Unit 1 Overview-Number skills:  

Test window:  7th November 2019 - 18th November 2019 

Target grade for tests:  

You will learn about: 

 Powers, roots, positive and negative indices 

 Standard form 

 Rounding and accuracy 

You will be able to: 

 Calculate with powers, roots, and with positive and negative indices 

 Calculate with standard form A × 10n, where 1 ≤ A < 10 and n is an integer 

 Use inequality notation to specify simple error intervals due to truncation or rounding 

 Apply and interpret limits of accuracy 

 Solve problems involving direct and inverse proportion including graphical and algebraic representations 

 Apply the concepts of congruence and similarity, including the relationships between lengths in similar figures 

 Change freely between compound units (e.g. density, pressure) in numerical and algebraic contexts 

 Use compound units such as density and pressure 
 

Lesson Overview  
 
CALCULATING 
 

 Calculate with positive indices (roots) using written methods 

 Calculate with negative indices in the context of standard form 

 Use a calculator to evaluate numerical expressions involving powers 
(roots) 

 Interpret a number written in standard form 

 Add (subtract) numbers written in standard form 

 Multiply (divide) numbers written in standard form 

 Convert a ‘near miss’ into standard form; e.g. 23 × 107 

 Enter a calculation written in standard form into a scientific calculator 

 Interpret the standard form display of a scientific calculator 

 Understand the difference between truncating and rounding 

 Identify the minimum and maximum values of an amount that has been 
rounded (to nearest x, x d.p., x s.f.) 

 Use inequalities to describe the range of values for a rounded value 

 Solve problems involving the maximum and minimum values of an 
amount that has been rounded 

 
PROPORTIONAL REASONING 

 Know the difference between direct and inverse proportion 

 Recognise direct (inverse) proportion in a situation 

 Know the features of a graph that represents a direct (inverse) 
         proportion situation 

 Know the features of an expression (or formula) that represents  
         a direct (inverse) proportion situation 

 Understand the connection between the multiplier, the     
         expression and the graph 

 Know the meaning of congruent (similar) shapes 

 Identify congruence (similarity) of shapes in a range of situations 

 Identify the information required to solve a problem involving similar 
shapes 

 Finding missing lengths in similar shapes 

 Understand why speed, density and pressure are known as compound 
units 

 Know the definition of density (pressure, population density, speed) 

 Solve problems involving density (pressure, speed) 

 Convert between units of density 

Key Words 
Refer to 
http://studymaths.co.uk/glossary.php for 
definitions of the key words 
 
Power 
Root 
Index, Indices 
Standard form 
Inequality 
Truncate 
Round 
Minimum, Maximum 
Interval 
Decimal place 
Significant figure 
 
Notation 
Standard form: A × 10n, where 1 ≤ A < 10 and n 
is an integer 
Inequalities: e.g. x > 3, -2 < x ≤ 5 
 
Direct proportion 
Inverse proportion 
Multiplier 
Linear 
Congruent, Congruence 
Similar, Similarity 
Compound unit 
Density, Population density 
Pressure 
 
Notation 
Kilograms per metre cubed is written as kg/m3 

 

http://studymaths.co.uk/glossary.php
http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwj6i6XUz8rNAhXhIcAKHflRBDAQjRwIBw&url=http://sko-griazi.ru/german-tamara-nikolaevna&psig=AFQjCNHRPucz8PF77cvHWPDCHCdO6D6WzQ&ust=1467199864290060
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Cross curricular 
SMSC: 
1.1 Exploring, understanding and 
respecting cultural diversity e.g. 
exploration of different methods of 
calculation.  
3.1 Developing personal qualities and using 
social skills (regular paired/ group work 
communication). 
3.2 Participating, cooperating and resolving 
conflicts (paired/group activities). 
4.2 Experiencing fascination, awe and 
wonder of mathematics. 
4.4 Using imagination and creativity in 
learning. 
Literacy: Verbal communication of 
understanding using key words in the 
correct context. Development of written 
communication of methods and strategies 
to problem solve. 
NAC: 
Science –Estimation. Round whole 
numbers and decimals. Order, add and 
subtract negative numbers. Use significant 
figures. Use standard form (in Y10). Use 
formulae involving negative numbers (in 
Y10). Use indices. Identify possible 
minimum and maximum values of an 
amount. (Y10). Use a calculator efficiently. 
Business – Use formulae involving negative 
numbers (in Y10). 
MFL – Mental and written calculations with 
whole numbers and decimals. Use a 
calculator efficiently. 
RE - Estimation.  
PE - Round whole numbers and decimals.  
Geography -. Estimation. Round whole 
numbers and decimals. Use a calculator 
efficiently. 
Creative Arts - Estimation. Round whole 
numbers and decimals (in Y10). Use a 
calculator efficiently (in Y10).  
 

Research Note-making Group work 
& discussion 

Memorisation Precision & 
accuracy 

Independence Reflection 

       

 

Support is available 
from a Maths teacher in 
‘MORALE’ in M1 daily 
from 1:30pm -1:45pm 
 

www.mymaths.co.uk 
login: penryn 
password:          

 

 

 

www.hegartymaths.com   
Go to student login at the 

top… find your school, 

enter your details and 

then set up your 

password…  

 

https://vle.mathswatch.com/vle/ 

login:  school username followed by 

@penryn-college 

password:    Penryn2016 

 

Use your revision guide 
Use the code in the front 
of your guide to access 
your free online revision 

www.justmaths.co.uk/online 
login:     PenrynStudent 
password:      Penryn    
 

 

 

 

http://www.mymaths.co.uk/
http://www.hegartymaths.com/
https://vle.mathswatch.com/vle/
http://www.justmaths.co.uk/online

